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Abstract

We present a new method, called the Pixel Array method, for approximating all

solutions in a bounding box, for an arbitrary nonlinear system of relations. In contrast

with other solvers, our approach requires the user must specify which variables are to

be exposed, and which are to be left latent. The entire solution set is then obtained—in

terms of these exposed variables—by performing a series of array multiplications on

the ni-dimensional plots of the individual relations Ri . This procedure introduces no

false negatives and is much faster than Newton-based solvers. The key is the unex-

posed variables, which Newton methods can make no use of. In fact, we found that

with even a single unexposed variable our systemwasmore than 10x faster than Julia’s

NLsolve. The basic idea of the pixel arraymethod is quite elementary, and the purpose

of this article is to give a complete account of it.

Keywords: solving nonlinear systems, numerical methods, fast algorithms, category

theory, array multiplication.

1 Introduction

The need to compute solutions to systems of equations or inequalities is ubiquitous

throughout mathematics, science, and engineering. A great deal of work is continually

spent on improving the efficiency of linear systems solvers [CW87; FSH04; GG08; DOB15]

and new algebraic geometric approaches are also being developed for solving systems

of polynomial equations [GV88; CKY89; Stu02]. Less is known for systems of arbitrary

continuous functions, and still less for systems involving inequalities or other relations

[Bro65; Mar00]. Techniques for solving nonlinear systems are often highly technical and

specific to the particular types of equations being solved. According to [Mar00], "all practi-

cal algorithms for solving [nonlinear systems] are iterative"; they are designed to find one

solution near a good initial guess.

We present a new method, currently at an early stage of development, with which to

findan approximation to the entire solution set—in aboundingbox, and for auser-specified

subset of "exposed" variables—for an arbitrary system of relations. This approach has the

following features:
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1.1. A simple example 2

• it returns all solutions in a given bounding box;
• it produces no false negatives, at least if the functions involved are Lipschitz;

• it works for non-differentiable or even discontinuous functions;
• it is not iterative and requires no initial guess, in contrast with quasi-Newtonmethods;

• it is elementary in the sense that it relies only on generalized matrix arithmetic; and

• it is faster than quasi-Newton methods for this application.

The application to which we refer above is that in which the user only cares about the

solution values for certain variables. The user specifies which variables are to be exposed,

and solutions to the system will be reported only in terms of those variables. Solution

values of an unexposed or "latent" variable w cannot be recovered, except by running the

algorithm again and this time specifying that w be exposed. The existence of unexposed

variables is key to the speed of our method and therefore to its advantage over quasi-

Newton methods. We found that having even a single unexposed variable can amount to

a 10x speedup over Julia’s NLsolve; see Section 4.2.

We call our technique the pixel array (PA) method. While it has many advantages, the

PA method also has limitations. The first, as discussed above, is that the solution values

for unexposed variables are lost. Another limitation is that, because of the fact that the PA

method has only recently been discovered, we do not yet have a strong understanding of

its level of accuracy. Indeed, while it does not introduce false negatives, it may introduce

false positives—indicating that a solution exists where it does not—and we would like to

know how far off they are from true solutions. We reserve this question for future work;

see Section 5.

1.1 A simple example

Here we give an overly-simplified example to fix ideas.

Suppose we plot the two equations x2 � w and w � 1 − y2
as graphs on a computer

screen. The result for each equation, say the first one above, will be an array of pixels—

some on and some off—that represents the set of (x , w)-points which satisfy the equation.

Thus we can plot each equation as a matrix of booleans—True’s and False’s—representing

its graph; say M for the first equation and N for the second. What happens if we multiply

the two matrices together? It turns out that the resulting matrix MN represents the

set of (x , y)-pairs for which there exists a w simultaneously satisfying both equations in

the system. In other words, ordinary matrix multiplication returns the plot of a circle,

x2 + y2 � 1; see Figure 1.

A few observations are in order for the simple system above. First, one can see imme-

diately by looking at Figure 1 that we are not in any way intersecting two plots; matrix

multiplication is a very different operation. Second, note that the matrix arithmetic step

is used for combining already-generated equations; we still need some way to obtain the

"atomic" relations, which can be done using ones favorite equation solver, or simply by

sampling. Third, despite the simplicity of the system given here—one may simply elim-

inate the variable w directly1—the PA method works in full generality, as we will see in

1
It turns out that even though onemay simply eliminate w and plot x2+ y2 � 1 directly, it is in fact faster to
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a. b. c. 

Figure 1: Parts a and b show plots of x2 � w and w � 1 − y2
, as 100 × 100 pixel matrices,

where each entry is a 0 or 1, shown as white and black points, respectively. The graphs

appear rotated 90
◦
clockwise, in order to agree with matrix-style indexing, where the first

coordinate is indexed downward and the second coordinate is indexed rightward. These

matrices are multiplied, and the result is shown in part c. The horizontal and vertical lines

in parts a and b respectively indicate a sample row and column whose dot product is 1,

hence the pixel is on at their intersection point in part c. The fact that the matrix product

looks like a circle is not a coincidence; it is the graph of the simultaneous solution to the

system given in parts a and b, which in this case can be rewritten to a single equation

x2 � 1 − y2
.

Section 3.

Above we combined two relations using matrix multiplication MN , but for systems

with multiple relations we need to use a more general array multiplication formula. The

reason is that each relation can involve more than two variables, and there are many

different ways that these variables may be shared between the relations. In fact, there is

one array multiplication algorithm that simultaneously generalizes matrix multiplication,

trace, and Kronecker (tensor) product; we will explain it in Section 3.2.

Our implementation The plots and time-estimates presented in this paperwere obtained

using an implementation of the pixel array method in Julia [Bez+14], an easy-to-learn

technical computing language with powerful array handling capabilities.

1.2 Plan of the paper

We begin in Section 2 by describing what the pixel array (PA) method does—i.e. what

its inputs and outputs are—as well as briefly describing the mathematical by-products

that are used along the way and giving some examples. In Section 3 we give details

about the mathematical underpinnings of the PA method, including the general array

multiplication algorithm,which simultaneously generalizes the usualmultiplication, trace,

and Kronecker product operations for matrices. We also explain the "embarrassingly

plot the functions separately and combine the results using matrix multiplication, basically because plotting

functions is faster than plotting relations.
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parallel" nature of the PA method, by which equations and intermediate solutions can be

clustered in a variety of ways. In Chapter 4 we discuss the efficiency of our clustering

techniques, and benchmark the PAmethod. Finally in Section 5 we conclude by reviewing

the advantages and disadvantages of the PA method and discussing future directions for

research.

2 Pixel array method: its inputs, outputs, and intermediate
structures

In this section we describe what the pixel array (PA) method does in terms of: what the

user supplies as input, what intermediate structures are then created, and finally what is

returned to the user as output. We then give some examples. By artifacts here, we do not

mean unintended consequences, we mean

2.1 Input to the pixel array method

The input to thePAmethod is a set of relations (equations, inequalities, etc.), adiscretization—

i.e. a range and a resolution—for each variable, and a set of variables to solve for. That is,

certain variables are considered latent or unexposed whereas others are manifest or exposed.
Here is an exemplar of what can be input to the PA method:

Solve relations: x2

+ 3|x − y | − 5 � 0 (R1)

y2v3

− w5

≤ 0 (R2)

cos(u + zx) − w2

� 0 (R3)

Discretize by: u , v , x , y ∈ [−2, 2]@50; w , z ∈ [−1, 1]@80

Expose variables: (v , z)

The first thing to extract from this setup is how variables are shared between relations.

Relation R1 has variables x , y; relation R2 has variables v , w , y; relation R3 has variables

u , w , x , z; and variables v , z are to be exposed. These facts together constitute the wiring

diagram, which we discuss in the next section.

2.2 Intermediate structures produced by the pixel array method

Running the PA method uses several sorts of mathematical structures in order to solve

the system. The most important of these is probably what we call a wiring diagram, which

describes how the variables are shared between relations, as well as what variables are to

be exposed.
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Wiring diagram

For the system of three equations shown above, the wiring diagramΦwould look like this:

P1

P2 P3

y x
wv z

uP′

Φ : P1 , P2 , P3 → P′

(1)

We will explain how to represent a diagram like (1) set-theoretically in Section 3.1.

A wiring diagram Φ consists of a single outer circle, and several inner circles. Each

circle has a number of ports, and each port refers to a single variable of the system. Each

variable has a discretization, namely its range and resolution r ≥ 2, and the resolution is

attached to the port. One can see in (1) that P1 has ports x and y, and it was specified above

that the resolution of y is 50. We call a circle with its collection of ports a pack. For each

variable in the system there is a link which connects all ports referring to that variable. In

(1) all links other than u connect two ports, e.g. the link for y connects a port of P1 to a port

of P2.

Thus the wiring diagram pulls all this information together: it consists of several

inner packs wired together inside an outer pack. The wiring diagram (1) was denoted

Φ : P1 , P2 , P3 → P′ because it includes three inner packs P1 , P2 , P3 and one outer pack P′.
Thus the first intermediate structure created by the pixel arraymethod is awiring diagram;

see Definition 3.1.2.

A wiring diagram in turn specifies an array multiplication formula, which is roughly a

generalization of matrix multiplication to arrays of arbitrary dimension. If given a plot

of each relation Ri in the system, the array multiplication formula specifies how these

plots should be combined to produce a plot of the solution to the whole system. Before

discussing this further, we must explain what plots are in a bit more detail.

Plots

The plot of a relation R is a boolean array that discretizes R with the specified range and

resolution. For example pack P2 includes ports v , w , y with resolutions 50, 80, 50; thus it

will be inhabited by a 3-dimensional array of size 50 × 80 × 50. The entries of this array

may be called pixels; each pixel refers to a sub-cube of the range [−1, 1] × [−2, 2] × [−1, 1].

The pixels are adjacent sub-cubes of size
2

50
×

4

80
×

2

50
in this case. The value of each pixel is

boolean—either on or off, 1 or 0, True or False—depending on whether the relation holds

somewhere in that sub-cube, or not.2 We denote the plot of relation R inside pack P by

PlotP (R).
2
Above we define the entries in our arrays to be booleans, but in fact one can use values in any semi-ring,

such as N or R≥0
, and everything in this article will work analogously. Rather than indicating existence of

solutions in each pixel, other semi-rings allow us to indicate densities of solutions in each pixel.
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The initial plots may be obtained by one’s favorite equation solver (applied to a single

equation Ri), or by brute force sampling.3 The plots may be considered the second sort of

intermediate structure produced by the PA method.

Array multiplication formula

Wenow return to our brief description of the arraymultiplication formula, which is derived

immediately from the wiring diagram. The basic idea is that whereas a matrix has two

dimensions—rows and columns—an array can have n dimensions for any n ∈ N. Thus,

whereas a matrix can be multiplied on the left or right, arrays can be multiplied in more

ways. There is a more elaborate sense in which array multiplication is associative, as we

describe in Section 3.2.

Recall that a pack P includes a number of ports, each labeled by its range and resolution.

For each port p ∈ P, we denote its resolution by r(p); in fact, we assume that r(p) ≥ 2

because otherwise that port adds no information. The set of resolutions for P determines

the size—the set of dimensions—of an array; let Arr(P) denote the set of all arrays having
this size and boolean entries. Thus Arr(P3) is the set of all possible 50× 80× 80 arrays, and

the plot of R3 is one of them, which we denote p3 B PlotP3
(R3) ∈ Arr(P3).

Thewiring diagramΦ : P1 , P2 , P3 → P′ specifies an arraymultiplication formula, which

is a function

Arr(Φ) : Arr(P1) × Arr(P2) × Arr(P3) → Arr(P′).

Thus, given a plots p1 , p2 , p3, the arraymultiplication formula forwiring diagramΦ returns

an output plot Arr(Φ)(p1 , p2 , p3) ∈ Arr(P′).

Clustering

The array multiplication formula allows one to patch together these individual plots into

a solution to the entire system. This can be done all at once, for example given matrices

A, B, C, generalized array multiplication allows one to multiply them all at once ABC
rather than associatively as A(BC) or (AB)C.

It turns out that multiplying many arrays together all at once, at least using the naive

algorithm, is often inefficient. However, the associativity of array multiplication (see

Section 3.2) allows us to solve the systemmore efficiently by clustering the wiring diagram.

The most efficient cluster tree may be difficult to ascertain, but even modest clustering is

useful. We will discuss clustering in more detail in Section 3.3. A choice of cluster tree for

the wiring diagram, and hence strategy for multiplying the arrays, is the last intermediate

structure required by the pixel array method.

2.3 Output of the pixel array method

Once the choice of clustering has been made, the plots are combined accordingly. Regard-

less of the clustering, the output is a plot whose dimensions are given by the discretizations

of the exposed variables.

3
In order to keep things self-contained our Julia implementation uses a rudimentary sampling method.
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Figure 2: Visualizing the entire solution set on exposed variables can reveal patterns.

In the particular example above, the exposed variables are the ports of pack P′, so the

output will be an element of Arr(P′), i.e. a 50×80 matrix of booleans. Its entries correspond

to those (v , z)-pairs for which a simultaneous solution to R1 , R2 , R3 exists. Above, we

denoted this 2-dimensional array by Arr(Φ)(p1 , p2 , p3).

2.4 A couple more examples

In this section we give two examples from our Julia implementation which illustrate some

features of the pixel array method.

Example 2.4.1. Suppose one is asked for all (w , z) pairs for which the following system of

equations has a solution:4

Solve relations: cos

(
ln(z2

+ 10
−3x)

)
− x + 10

−5z−1

� 0 (Equation 1)

cosh(w + 10
−3 y) + y + 10

−4w � 2 (Equation 2)

tan(x + y)(x − 2)−1(x + 3)−1 y−2

� 1 (Equation 3)

Discretize by: w , x , y , z ∈ [−3, 3]@125

Expose variables: (w , z)

The answer can be obtained by matrix multiplication; see the graph labeled ’Result’ in

Figure 2. Note that there are points at which Equation 3 is undefined; at such points our

plotting function simply refrains from turning on the corresponding pixels, and the array

multiplication algorithm proceeds as usual.

Example 2.4.2. Suppose given the input to the left in Figure 3. Each input plot is 3-

dimensional, so we do not show them here. The result of the system is shown to the right.

The fact that the result is "solid"—i.e. 2-dimensional—is not surprising, because the system

includes three equations and five unknowns.

3 Mathematical foundations

In this section we explain the mathematical underpinnings of the pixel array method.

4
One may wonder whether the 10

−5z, the 10
−3x, etc. in fact make a perceptible difference in the resulting

plot. We leave it to the reader to experiment for him- or herself.
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Solve relations: tan(y + w) + exp(x) � 2

x3

+ cos(ln(y2)) � 1.5v

w + z + 10
−1v � 0.5

Discretize by: v , x , z ∈ [−3, 3]@75

w , y ∈ [−2.5, 2.5]@75

Expose variables: (w , y)

Figure 3: Regularity in a more complex system.

Notation

For a finite set S, we write #S ∈ N for its cardinality, and for a number n ∈ N, we will use

the nonstandard notation of an underline to denote the set

n B {1, . . . , n}.

For sets A and B, we denote their Cartesian product by A × B, and a multi-fold product is

denoted using the symbol

∏
. We denote the disjoint union of sets by A t B. We denote

functions from A to B by A→ B and surjective functions by A� B.
Throughout this article, we consider arrays whose values are booleans—elements of

Bool � {0, 1}—which form a semiring, in the sense that there is a notion of 0, 1,+, ∗ and

these are associative, distributive, unital, etc. For Bool the operations + and ∗ are given by

OR and AND (∨ and ∧). Moreover, Bool is a partially ordered semiring, meaning it has an

ordering (0 ≤ 1) that are appropriately preserved by + and ∗; see [Gol03]. In fact, all the

ideas in this article work when Bool is replaced by an arbitrary partially ordered semiring

B. We will generally suppress this fact to keep the exposition readable.

3.1 Packs and wiring diagrams

A wiring diagram can be visualized as a bunch of inner packs—circles with ports—wired

together inside an outer pack. Each port is labeled by its resolution r ≥ 2, and two ports

can be wired together only if they have the same resolution.

Definition 3.1.1. A pack is a pair (P, r), where P is a finite set and r : P → N≥2 is a function,

called the resolution function. Each element p ∈ P is called a port and r(p) ≥ 2 is its resolution.
We define the set of entries in P to be the following product of finite sets:

Entr(P) B
∏
p∈P

r(p).

We sometimes suppress mention of r and denote a pack simply by P, for typographical
reasons.
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Let P1 , . . . , Pn , P′ be packs, and assume they are disjoint sets for convenience. A wiring

diagram with inner packs P1 , . . . , Pn and outer pack P′, denoted Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′, can
be defined as a partitioning ϕ of the (disjoint) union P1 t · · · t Pn t P′ of all ports into a

set Λ of links. If two ports are in the same part, we say that they are linked or connected. We

require that if two ports are linked then they must have the same resolution. This means

that every link can be assigned a unique resolution, inducing a function rΛ : Λ→ N≥2
. We

can package all this as follows.

Definition 3.1.2. Let P1 , . . . , Pn , P′ be packs, let P B P1 t · · · t Pn t P′ be their disjoint

union with induced resolution function r : P → N≥2. A wiring diagram Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′

consists of a tuple Φ � (Λ, rΛ , ϕ) where Λ is a finite set, rΛ : Λ→ N≥2 is a function, and ϕ

is a surjective function ϕ : P � Λ such that rΛ ◦ ϕ � r.

Example 3.1.3. Consider the wiring diagram Φ : P1 , P2 , P3 → P′ shown below:

P′

P1

P2

P3

x y

z

w
v

u (2)

Let’s assume every port p has a resolution of r(p) � 20. In the diagram, we see that pack

P1 has two ports (x1 , y1), pack P2 has ports (u2 , v2 , w2 , y2), pack P3 has ports (u3 , y3 , z3),
and the outer pack P′ has ports (x′, v′, z′). Subscripts and primes’ were added to make

the sets disjoint. The linking partition includes six links Λ � {`u , `v , `w , `x , `y , `z }. They

correspond to the partition given by

`u � {u2 , u3}, `v � {v2 , v′}, `w � {w1}, `x � {x1 , x′}, `y � {y1 , y2 , y3}, `z � {z3 , z′}.

Formally, the above partition is given by a surjective function ϕ : P1 t P2 t P3 t P′ � Λ,
with ϕ(u3) � ϕ(u2) � `u , etc.

Note that for any wiring diagram Φ, the pair (Λ, rΛ) of links and their resolutions in

fact has the structure of a pack. It does not appear to be intuitively helpful to imagine the

set of links as a pack; however, definitions like the following do apply.

Definition 3.1.4. Let P � {p1 , . . . , pn } be a packwith resolution r : P → N≥2, and let Entr(P)
be its set of entries. We define Arr(P) to be the set of (r1 × · · · × rn)-arrays of booleans,

or formally it is the set of functions A : Entr(P) → {0, 1}.5 Given an array A ∈ Arr(P) and
an entry e ∈ Entr(P), we refer to A(e) ∈ {0, 1} as the value of A at e. We say that A has
dimensions specified by P.

5
Note that if n � 0 then Entr(P) is an empty product, so a 0-dimensional array consists of a single boolean

entry, Arr(∅) � {0, 1}. Also note that Arr(P) can be given the structure of a Bool-module—arrays can be scaled

or added—of dimension #Entr(P). However, we continue to speak of Arr(P) as a set.
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Example 3.1.5. In Example 3.1.3, pack P3 � {u3 , y3 , z3}, each with resolution 20. Then

Entr(P3) has 20
3 � 8000 elements, and Arr(P3) is the set of 3-dimensional arrays of size

20 × 20 × 20.

We will discuss generalized array multiplication in Section 3.2. We conclude this sub-

sectionwith some remarks about othermathematicalways to think aboutwiring diagrams.

Remark 3.1.6. Every wiring diagram Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′ has an underlying hypergraph

H(Φ) where vertices are packs V � {P1 , . . . , Pn , P′} and where edges (hyperedges) are the

links Λ. We need to be a bit careful about what we mean by hypergraph, however. First

we need to label each edge by a resolution r ≥ 2, so H is a weighted hypergraph. Second,

a wiring diagram contains a chosen vertex, namely its outer pack; so H is also a pointed
hypergraph. Third, there can be nontrivial "loops" in the sense that an edge can link to

the same vertex multiple times, and similarly two different edges can link the same set of

vertices; so H is a multi-hypergraph. All together Φ has the structure of a weighted pointed

multi-hypergraph; it is given by three functions

V
π
←− P

ϕ
−→ Λ

r
−→ N≥2 ,

where Φ � (Λ, r, ϕ) and P are as in Definition 3.1.2, and where π is the obvious function.

In [Spi13], it is shown the wiring diagrams form a category-theoretic structure, called

an operad, and that relations form an algebra on this operad; a similar point of view is found

in [Fon16]. While the details are beyond the scope of this paper, there are two basic and

interacting ideas here. First, wiring diagrams can be nested inside each other, and the

result can be expanded to form a new wiring diagram. That is, we can zoom in and out.

Second, a wiring diagram specifies an array multiplication formula, and this formula is

associative with respect to nesting. We will discuss this formula in Section 3.2.

3.2 Generalized array multiplication

Awiring diagram specifies an array multiplication formula, as formalized in the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.2.1 ([Spi13]). To every wiring diagramΦ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′we can associate an array
multiplication formula, i.e. a function

Arr(Φ) : Arr(P1) × · · · × Arr(Pn) → Arr(P′)

This functions is monotonic and composes associatively under nesting of wiring diagrams.

The array multiplication formula Arr(Φ)—which takes in arrays for inner packs and

produces their product array in the outer pack—will be given below (4). The monotonicity

of Arr(Φ) is a formalization of the "no false negatives" assertion we made in Section 1. That

is, given arrays A, B ∈ Arr(P) for some pack P, we write A ≤ B if A(e) ≤ B(e) for all entries
e ∈ Entr(P); monotonicity means that the function Arr(Φ) preserves this ordering. The

associativity of Arr(Φ) is meant in the precise technical sense that Arr is an algebra on the
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operad of wiring diagrams; see [Spi13]. In simple, array multiplication works as expected

with respect to nesting of wiring diagrams.

The remaining goal for this section is to give an algorithm for Arr(Φ) and to show that

it generalizes matrix multiplication, trace, and Kronecker product. So fix a wiring diagram

Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′, with links Λ � (`1 , . . . , `n), and suppose given an array Ai ∈ Arr(Pi)
for each i. We will construct the array Arr(Φ)(A1 , . . . ,An) ∈ Arr(P′).

Recall that a wiring diagram Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′, includes a function ϕ : P � P1 t

· · · t Pn t P′ → Λ. Composing with the inclusion Pi → P, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, returns a
function ϕi : Pi → Λ that preserves the resolutions. These functions allow us to project any

array whose dimension is specified by Λ to an array whose dimension is specified by Pi .

The reason is that every entry for Λ projects to an entry for Pi . Thus we naturally obtain

functions

Entri
Φ

: Entr(Λ) → Entr(Pi) and Entr′
Φ

: Entr(Λ) → Entr(P′).6 (3)

Example 3.2.2. In Example 3.1.3, the resolution for each port (and hence link) was assigned

to be 20; there were 6 links, so Entr(Λ) � 20
6

. Applied to an entry (cu , cv , cw , cx , cy , cz) ∈
Entr(Λ), the various functions EntrΦ in (3) return the entries

(cw , cy) ∈ Entr(P1), (cv , cx , cy) ∈ Entr(P2), (cu , cw , cx , cz) ∈ Entr(P3), (cv , cz) ∈ Entr(P′).

We are now ready to provide the generalized array multiplication algorithm.

Algorithm 3.2.3 (Generalized arraymultiplication). With notation as in Theorem 3.2.1, our

goal is to construct an array A′ � Arr(Φ)(A1 , . . . ,An) ∈ Arr(P′).
We begin by setting A′ to be the zero array A′ B 0 ∈ Arr(P′). We then iterate through

the set Entr(Λ). For each entry e ∈ Entr(`), we obtain entries ei B Entri
Φ

(e) ∈ Entr(Pi)
and e′ B Entr′

Φ
(e) ∈ Entr(P′). Let ai � Ai (ei) be the e th

i entry of array Ai , and let

ae � a1 ∗ · · · ∗ an be their product.7 Finally, mutate the current entry A′(e′) by adding ae to

it, i.e. A′(e′) B A′(e′) + ae . This completes the body of the iteration.

Once the iteration is complete, the result A′ is the desired array. The following general-
ized array multiplication formulamay appear more daunting, but it says the same thing:

A′(e′) B
∑

e∈(Entr′
Φ

)−1(e′)

n∏
i�1

Ai
(
Entri

Φ
(e)

)
(4)

Theorem 3.2.4. The generalized array multiplication formula (4) is linear in each input array, and
it generalizes the usual matrix multiplication, trace, and Kronecker product operations.

6
It may be helpful to visualize the sets of entries and the functions provided by Φ as follows:

Entr(P
1
)

... Entr(Λ) Entr(P′)
Entr(Pn )

Entr1
Φ

Entrn
Φ

Entr′
Φ

7
Asmentioned, the operations + and ∗ in Bool are given by OR (∨) and AND (∧). We use symbols + and ∗

because they more familiar in the context of matrix multiplication, and because the algorithm works in any

semiring B. Similarly, in the formula (4), symbols

∑
and

∏
are given by

∨
and

∧
.
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Proof. It is easy to see from (4) that arraymultiplication is linear in the sense that if an input

array is equal to a linear combination of others, say A1 � c ∗M + N , then the result will be

the respective linear combination,

Arr(A1 , . . . ,An) � c ∗ Arr(M,A2 , . . . ,An) + Arr(N,A2 , . . . ,An).

The multiplication, trace, and Kronecker product operations correspond respectively

to the following wiring diagrams:8

M N

MN

m n p P

Tr(P)

n n

M1

M2

M1 ⊗M2

m1 n1

n1 n2

(5)

Here, M is m × n and N is n × p, as indicated, and similarly for P,M1 ,M2. From this point,

checking that the algorithm returns the correct array in each case is straightforward, so we

explain it only for the case of matrix multiplication.

The first wiring diagram Φ : PM , PN → PMN has inner packs PM � {m1 , n1} and PN �

{n2 , p2}, and outer pack PMN � {m′, p′}. It consists of three links Λ � {`m , `n , `p }, where

`m � {m1 ,m′}, `n � {n1 , n2}, `p � {p2 , p′}. We want to show that A′ � Arr(Φ)(M,N), as
defined in (4), indeed returns the matrix product, A′ � MN .

The set of entries for Λ and PMN are

Entr(Λ) � m × n × p and Entr(PMN ) � m × p

and, as usual, the function Entr′
Φ

: Entr(Λ) → Entr(PMN ) is the projection. Thus for any

(i , k) ∈ Entr(PMN ), the summation in (4) is over the set (Entr′
Φ

)−1(i , k) � {(i , j, k) | 1 ≤

j ≤ n}. Since EntrM
Φ

(i , j, k) � (i , j) and EntrN
Φ

(i , j, k) � ( j, k), we obtain the desired matrix

multiplication formula:

A′(i , k) �
n∑

j�1

M(i , j) ∗ N ( j, k). �

3.3 Clustering to minimize the cost polynomial

One can readily see that the cost—i.e. computational complexity—of naively performing

the generalized array multiplication algorithm 3.2.3 on a wiring diagram Φ with links

Λ � {1, . . . , n}, having resolutions r1 , . . . , rn ≥ 2, will be the product r1 ∗ · · · ∗ rn , since the

algorithm iterates through all entries e ∈ Entr(Λ).9 For any set L and function r : L → N≥2,

we denote the product by

rL B
∏
`∈L

r(`).10 (6)

8
In (5) we denote packs using squares—rather than circles—just to make the diagrams look nicer.

9
Throughout this section, we refer to the naive cost of matrix/array multiplication. Improving this using

modern high-performance methods, or by taking advantage of sparsity, is left for future work.

10
It is often convenient to assume that the resolution is constant, meaning that there is a fixed r

0
≥ 2 such

that r(`) � r
0
for all ` ∈ L. In this case our notation agrees with the usual arithmetic notation, rL � r#L

0
.
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This is an upper bound for the computational complexity, so we already see that the

complexity of the array multiplication formula for Φ is at most polynomial in r.
In fact, we can reduce the order of this polynomial by clustering the diagram. The

savings is related to the number (and resolution) of links that are properly contained

inside clusters, i.e. that represent latent or unexposed variables. Clustering in this way

returns the correct answer exactly because the generalized array multiplication formula

is associative in the sense of Theorem 3.2.1. For example, to multiply n × n-matrices

MNP, the unclustered cost would be n4
, whereas the clustered cost—obtained by using

the associative law—is 2n3
. We now discuss what we mean by clustering for a general

wiring diagram.

Definition 3.3.1. LetΦ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′ be awiring diagram. A cluster is a choice of subset
C ⊆ {1, . . . , n}; we may assume by symmetry that C � {1, . . . ,m} for some m ≤ n.

Let ϕ : P1t· · ·tPntP′→ Λ be the partition as in Definition 3.1.2. Consider the images

Λ′C B ϕ(P1 t · · · t Pm) and Λ′′C B ϕ(Pm+1 t · · · t Pn t P′)

which we call the sets of C-interior links and C-exterior links, respectivly. Let QC � Λ′C ∩Λ
′′

C
be their intersection; we call QC the C-intermediate pack. Define

Φ′C : P1 , . . . , Pm → QC and Φ′′C : QC , Pm+1 , . . . , Pn → P′

to be the evident restrictions of ϕwith linksΛ′C andΛ′′C, respectively. We callΦ′C the interior
diagram and Φ′′C the exterior diagram, and refer to the pair (Φ′C ,Φ

′′

C) as the C-factorization of
Φ.11 We may drop the C’s when they are clear from context.

Clustering is worthwhile if it separates internal from external variables in a sense

formalized by the following definition and proposition.

Definition 3.3.2. With notation as in Definition 3.3.1, we say that C is a trivial cluster if
either Λ′C � QC or Λ′′C � QC. We refer to L′ B Λ′C − QC (resp. L′′ � Λ′′C − QC) as the set

of properly internal (resp. properly external) links in the C-factorization. Thus C is trivial iff

either L′ � ∅ or L′′ � ∅; otherwise we say that C is a nontrivial cluster.

Proposition 3.3.3. Let Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′ be a wiring diagram, and let C ⊆ n be a nontrivial
cluster. Let Q be its intermediate pack, and let L′, L′′ , ∅ be the sets of properly internal and external
links in the C-factorization (Definition 3.3.2). Then clustering at C is "efficient", in the sense that
the cost difference is

rQ
(
rL′+L′′

−
(
rL′

+ rL′′))
≥ 0. (7)

Proof. By assumption, and with notation as in (6), we have rL′ , rL′′
≥ 2. Noting that the

intermediate pack P may be empty, we have rQ
≥ 1; thus the inequality holds, and it will

be strict if any of these three quantities are not at their lower bound. Deriving the formula

in (7) is a simple matter of applying the comparing the cost of Φ, given in (6), to the sum of

the costs for the clusters, Φ′ and Φ′′. �

11
It is easy to show that, in the language of operads, Φ � Φ′′ ◦C Φ

′
is indeed a factorization; see [Lei04].
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Cluster trees

Given a wiring diagram Φ : P1 , . . . , Pn → P′, one may perform a sequence of clusterings,

either in parallel or in series. If two clusterings can be done in parallel, we do not differen-

tiate between the order in which they are performed. The resulting data structure will be

called a cluster tree T; it is also called a non-binary, labeled, non-ranked dendogram (see [Mur84,

Section 7]). Its leaves represent the inner packs of Φ, its branches represent intermediate

packs, and its nodes represent (possibly trivial) clusters. We label each node in T by cost

(6) of the generalized array multiplication algorithm for the associated cluster. The sum of

these costs gives a polynomial CostT ∈ N[r]12 representing the total cost associated to this

clustering. Let Clust(Φ) denote the set of all cluster trees for Φ.
There are many cluster trees T for a wiring diagram Φ, and each has its own cost

polynomial. Assuming constant resolution, we may take the minimum over all cost poly-

nomials. We denote this by CostΦ ∈ N[r] � minT∈Clust(Φ) CostT and refer to it as the cluster
polynomial for Φ.

Example 3.3.4. Here we show a wiring diagram (solid lines) together with a cluster tree T:

D G

E

F

C

A

B

(8)

It could also be denoted T � {{A, B, C}, {{{E, F},G},D}} or drawn as follows:

r5

r4

r3

r4

r5

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

The total cost (computational complexity) of array multiplication for this clustering is the

sum CostT � 2r5 + 2r4 + r3
. It is not hard to show that this is the minimal cost; i.e. that the

cluster polynomial for Φ is CostΦ � CostT .

3.4 Mathematical summary of pixel array method

Recall from Section 2.1 that the input to the pixel array method is a set of relations

R1 , . . . , Rn , a discretization—range and resolution—for each variable, and a choice of

12
Here we assume that the resolution r : Λ → N≥2

is constant, so N[r] denotes the polynomial semiring

in one variable with coefficients in N. Note that N[r] has the structure of a linear order, where for example

r2 < r2 + r < 2r2 < r3
. In fact N[r] is a well-order: every subset of elements has a minimum. It is easy to

generalize to a non-constant resolution function r by requiring a variable for each ` ∈ Λ; however the linear

ordering is lost in so doing.
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variables to expose. To each relation Ri we associate a pack Pi whose ports are the vari-

ables that occur in Ri . These are the inner packs of awiring diagramΦwhose outer pack P′

is the set of exposed variables, and whose links represent shared variables; see Section 3.1.

A plot Ai ∈ Arr(Pi) for each relation Ri is obtained using one’s favorite solver. These

plots are then combined using generalized array multiplication Arr(Φ), as specified by the

wiring diagram Φ; see Section 3.2. The result is an array A′ ∈ Arr(P′), namely the plot of

solutions of the whole system, in terms only of the exposed variables. By associativity,

the array multiplication can be clustered without affecting the solution, and speeding up

the computation considerably; see Section 3.3. By monotonicity, array multiplication will

not introduce false negatives, and the result is an approximate solution set to the whole

system.

4 Results

In this section, we discuss the value of clustering and our attempt to benchmark the pixel

array method.

4.1 The value of clustering

To determine the savings based on various clustering algorithms, we generated a number

of random packs and wiring diagrams. We wrote a script that generated 1000 random

wiring diagrams with 1 ≤ n ≤ 10 inner packs, and determined which of our clustering

techniques was most efficient. We then recorded what fraction of the unclustered cost it

achieved, and calculated the mean over all trials. The results are shown below; one can see

that the efficiency of clustering is roughly exponential in the number of packs.
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4.2 Benchmarking the pixel array method

We wanted to benchmark the efficiency of our implementation against other well-known

nonlinear solvers; however, the question we are trying to solve is fundamentally different

in some important ways. Namely, the PA method—unlike other available solvers—finds
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all solutions in a given box rather than iteratively finding a single solution given an initial

guess. Thus we tried to solve our problem (find all solutions in a given box, as discussed in

Section 1) using a standard solver. Our goal here was not to do an exhaustive benchmark

study; we save that for future work. Instead, we wanted to prove that our method is faster

in at least a few cases, so as to motivate future exploration. Because of the abovemismatch,

we decided to test our method against only one other solver, namely Julia’s NLsolve

(https://github.com/EconForge/NLsolve.jl), believing it to be roughly representative

of the state-of-the-art.

We wrote a script to generate a discretized array that pixelates the n-dimensional

hypercube of all possible solutions to, and for all variables in, a given system. We then

traverse that array, and for each entry, we run NLsolve with the pixel’s center point as the

initial guess and with precision given by the pixel size. If NLsolve returns a solution that

lands in the bounding box, we turn on the corresponding pixel on and continue.

We timed our implementation against NLsolve, using Equation 1 and Equation 3 of the

system presented in Example 2.4.1, giving each variable a resolution of 50, and exposing

x and z. We found that our implementation found a solution in 1.5 seconds vs. 23.5s

for NLsolve, a factor of 15. When we added Equation 2 to the system with the same

discretization for each variable and found that NLsolve did not terminate after running for

over three hours on a Dell laptop, while the PA method again took about 1.5 seconds,13 a

factor of more than 120.

In this test we were moderately unfair to NLsolve in two ways. First, we give it no

credit for finding solutions not in our specified range, nor for telling us the values of all

variables where our system only exposes two. However, this is in accordance with the

problem we have been pursuing since the beginning. Second, if NLsolve converges to a

pixel, we should eliminate the corresponding 1-d row from the 3-d array, because we have

already found a solution for that (x , z); in otherwords, we are havingNLsolve repeatwork.

However, one can calculate that in this case the amount of repeated work is less than 1%

of the total, and thus cannot make up the large time savings achieved by our method.

5 Conclusion

In Section 5.1 we summarize the advantages of the pixel array method, and in Section 5.2

we discuss some disadvantages and potential areas for improvement.

5.1 Advantages

It is now possible to refine and add to the advantages laid out in Section 1:

1. the Pixel Array (PA) method finds all discretized solutions for the exposed variables;

2. the PA method may introduce false positives in the generalized array multiplication

step, but all negatives are true negatives;

13
It seems that the entire perceptible time for the PAmethod was spent on overhead in this case, or perhaps

that the Julia timing macro @elapsed was not sufficiently refined to see the difference.

https://github.com/EconForge/NLsolve.jl
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3. the PA method finds simultaneous solutions for systems even when the functions

involved are not differentiable, continuous, or even everywhere-defined, as long as

an initial plot for each individual equation can be found;

4. the PA method is not iterative, requires no initial guess, and no Jacobians appear;

5. the PA method is often much faster than quasi-Newton methods (Section 4.2) when

there are unexposed variables;

6. the PA method can be used to combine plots that do not arise from mathematical

functions: any initial plots will due, e.g. those given by raw data;

7. the PA method ties in with category theory [Spi13], and thus can be used in tandem

with other compositional analyses;

8. The PA technique works well for finding steady states of interconnected dynamical

systems (see [Spi15]), e.g. as arise in using the finite element method for numerically

solving PDEs.

5.2 Disadvantages and potential improvements

The pixel array (PA) method focuses on combining plots of individual equations, using

array arithmetic to plot the solution set for thewhole system. As such, our focuswas not on

obtaining these original plots. We used a naive sampling method, which could surely be

improved upon. An expanded benchmark study comparing our method to other solvers

would also be worthwhile.

An important research direction is to better understand the accuracy of the PAmethod.

It was shown in Theorem 3.2.1 that if the plots for the individual equations have true

negatives, then so will the system solution plot; however false positives may arise. The

error of the PA method can be measured as the maximum distance from a false positive to

its nearest true positive. After preliminary investigations, error seems to arise at singular

values in the defining equations, i.e. where "horizontal chunks" appear in the input plots,

but more work is necessary to quantify this error.

The PA method would be greatly improved with help from the matrix arithmetic

community. It would be useful to have fast algorithms for general array multiplication,

as described in Section 3.2. For example, given three (possibly sparse) arrays that share

one or more dimensions, there must surely be faster techniques for multiplying them

together than the naive algorithm we supply above. It also seems likely that a clustering

algorithm for pointed hypergraphs—something like the one given in [KW96]—could be

useful. Another interesting question would be to ask how one can invert the generalized

array multiplication formula (4), so as to approximate a desired outer plot by varying the

inner plots.
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